CROSS COUNTRY SKI START
13.11.2021
SNOWFARMING GARANTEES SEASON START

For many, winter is the most beautiful season of all. However, because the snow sometimes
not falls before or sometimes well after Christmas, a good 6000 cubic metres of snow storage
in the Olympiaregion Seefeld ensures the start of the season.
Success stories from Scandinavia and Davos brought the know-how to Seefeld, and since
2015 the resource-saving snow farming project has guaranteed the first training track of the
season. This is also made possible by the special nature of artificial snow, which lasts through
the summer in Leutasch under a thick layer of wood chips. Up to 90% of the preserved snow
can be spread just in time for the start of the season.
The cross-country ski trail is 2 km long and 8 metres wide and is suitable for both skiing
styles. It is illuminated until 8 p.m. and offers ideal training conditions for recreational and
professional athletes.
Cross-country skiing is only possible with a valid cross-country skiing ticket and proof of 2G.
According to official regulations as of 09.11.2021, 2G (vaccinated or recovered) is valid on
the trail. All cross-country skiers must always carry a valid 2G certificate that complies with
the legal requirements when using the trails. Random checks are carried out by the staff of the

Olympiaregion Seefeld.
More information about snowfarming: https://www.seefeld.com/en/winter-3/cross-countryskiing-tyrol/snow-farming-3
TIME-SLOTS ON THE SNOWFARMING TRACK
To ensure a successful and safe start to the season, there will be free time slots (up to 2 hours)
for the snowfarming trail at the weekend, which can be reserved online in advance. We
currently expect that these time slots will only be needed at the weekend, and in the event of
heavy traffic, possibly also during the week. We therefore ask you to always take a look at the
website in good time before the training sessions to see whether time slots need to be booked
for that day - the dates will be released accordingly.
Time slots can be reserved here: www.bit.ly/snowfarming21
MEINPLATEAU APP - DIGITAL CROSS-COUNTRY SKI APP
With the meinPlateau app you always have the annual cross-country ski pass directly on your
mobile phone. In addition, the daily updated cross-country skiing trail report, the weather
forecast for the upcoming days as well as parking spaces along the cross-country skiing trail
network are available. The meinPlateau app also provides many personal tips and
recommendations directly from our cross-country skiing team.
All info on the meinPlateau app: www.seefeld.com/meinplateau-app
ADVANCE SALE OF ANNUAL TICKETS UNTIL 30 NOVEMBER
The cross-country skiing and roller skiing annual ticket is still available until 30 November
2021 at the advance booking price of € 115 in the online shop, the Seefeld and Leutasch
information offices and in the advance booking offices.
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